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Manufactured in the UK
Summit Chairs has been manufacturing commercial seating 
since 1977. Over the years we have built an enviable reputation 
for quality, workmanship and service. Everything, from the 
frame construction and upholstery through to assembly, is 
carried out by our own highly skilled UK-based work force. 
This enables us to continually monitor and improve processes, 
bringing to the market innovative new ranges that deliver on 
all counts: aesthetics, ergonomics, quality, function and price. 
As an environmentally-conscious organisation, we are also 
committed to maintaining zero conflict between our business 
and environmental principles. In fact we firmly believe that 
improvements in one field can help drive the other.

Sustainability 
Summit Chairs has ISO14001 environmental management 
certification and is a full member of FIRA’s Furniture 
Industry Sustainability Programme (FISP). Specifically 
designed for the furniture industry, FISP requires us 
to meet far more stringent and wide ranging levels of 
accountability over and above those set out in ISO14001. 
It is also important for us to ensure maximum levels 
of product recyclability – and, where possible, to use 
recycled materials in our production processes.  

Quality Assured
Summit Chairs enjoys UKAS accredited, ISO9001 quality 
management certification. We are also members of 
SATRA who assist us in the development and product 
testing process. This ensures our seating products 
achieve the highest levels of strength, reliability and 
stability, supported by our comprehensive 5 year 
warranties. Indeed all our operator and task chairs 
exceed the minimum EU requirements for VDU seating. 
Structural components have also been thoroughly tested 
to BS5459.
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The Premium Collection showcases our 
finest seating ranges, designed to assist in 
the creation of motivational and inspiring 
environments for all. The quality is evident 
from the elegance of the designs through 
to the beautifully finished upholstery. The 
mechanical components, structures and 
upholstery materials are all of the highest 
specification for exemplary levels of comfort 
and durability. The Operator and Task chairs 
have an unrivalled level of standard features 
for greater adjustability and support- helping 
to address the health issues associated with 
long term, sedentary working practices and 
multi user seating. The Premium Collection 
offers exceptional solutions for all your seating 
requirements.
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The Operator, Task, Executive Task and Back Care chairs in the Premium collection are 
available with a wide choice of mechanisms to suit individual preferences but ultimately 
designed to allow the user to achieve a healthy seated posture. The backs are height 
adjustable and fitted with an inflatable lumbar support. This feature enables the precise 
positioning and adjustment of the support to the lumber region of the lower spine. 

Combined with the correct setting of the chair’s seat and back angles this functionality 
enables the user to maintain a healthy “S” shaped spinal curve. A seat slider is fitted as 
standard to all except the Rialto, Inflexion and Tiverton chairs where it is available as an 
option. This horizontal seat adjustment allows for extra leg support and is ideal for 
applications where a chair might have multiple users. All of the swivel chairs have a gas 
lift suitable for people up to 150kg in weight whilst the gas lift fitted to the Posturemax 
200 chairs are suitable for users weighing up to 200kg. 

Healthy Sitting
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Essence is a luxurious, executive task seating 
range that doesn’t compromise on ergonomic 
functionality. Elegantly styled and beautifully 
finished they are the ultimate in workplace seating.

The synchronised mechanism provides an 
effortless free floating ride whilst the seat slide 
combined with the rolled seat front allows the 
user to achieve the optimum level of support 
behind the knees. The backs have ratchet 
height adjustment for accurate placement of 
the integral, inflatable lumbar support. The arms 
adjust for height and width whilst the headrest 
on the model E92 is multi adjustable. The 
range also includes matching boardroom style, 
cantilever chairs.

Essence

E92ADJ E82ADJ

EC80A EC80
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Impact task chairs are distinctively stylish 
without compromising comfort or adjustability. 
Available with tension adjustable Operator 
Plus or Operator Synchro mechanisms the 
features include inflatable lumber support, 
height adjustable arms and a seat slide 
with 100mm of travel. The synchronised 
mechanism remains perfectly balanced 
between the forward working position and 
a relaxing recline whilst the Operator Plus 
mechanism facilitates independent setting of 
the seat and back angle. The range includes 
complimentary visitor chairs and optional 
aluminium bases, chrome finish arms and 
upholstered arm pads.

Impact

IM21ADJ   IM22ADJ

IMC20

IM21   IM22

IMEX20
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EQ22 EQC20EQEX20EQ22ADJEQ32EQ32ADJ

The Exquisit executive task chairs combine 
elegant looks and state of the art functionality 
in a chair range ideally suited to the 
contemporary office environment.

Featuring slim line, fully upholstered backs, 
generous angular style seats and a class 
leading, synchronised mechanism the Exquisit 
task chairs raise the bar for office seating 
design. The mechanism has unique rotary 
control of the synchronised seat and back 
lock and rotary tension adjustment; both these 
controls are retractable to allow easy access 
when required. All the task chairs include 
seat sliders, inflatable lumbars and height 
adjustable back rests. They are superbly 
balanced, providing fluid but supportive free 
float movement for users who like to use their 
chairs in this manner.  

For a cohesive visual style for all the seating 
requirements in an office the range includes 
matching visitor chairs on cantilever frames.

Exquisit



IFEX80

IF81ADJ   IF82ADJIF91   IF92

IFC80IF81   IF82

IF91ADJ   IF92ADJ

Inflexion
With a vast range of adjustment, a superbly 
supportive back and a generously sized seat the 
Inflexion range sets new standards in task chair 
design. The deep contours of the back ensure 
correct posture whilst the specification includes 
a choice of Operator Plus or Operator Synchro 
mechanisms, spring assisted adjustable arms, 
an inflatable lumbar support and a multi-
adjustable headrest on the model IF91. 

The Operator Plus mechanism facilitates 
the independent positioning of the seat and 
back angle to satisfy a huge range of user 
preferences. Once the back angle is locked 
the whole chair can tilt in free float mode with 
tension adjustment for differing body weights. 
Alternatively the synchronized mechanism 
ensures a finely balanced ride, adjustable for 
different user weights. The complementary 
executive visitor chairs complete the impressive 
Inflexion package.
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ES62ADJ

ES52

ES30

ES62

ESC50

ES20

ES52ADJ

ESEX50

ES10

Eeso
For the first time designers and specifiers can choose stylish and highly 
functional mesh backed task chairs with a choice of 14 stunning back mesh 
colours, upholstered using Camira’s Acrobat. The Eeso task chairs utilise our 
latest high quality synchronised mechanism. Featuring retractable, rotary control 
of the seat and back lock and rotary tension adjustment they are superbly 
balanced, providing fluid but supportive free float movement or 5 position 
locking. All of the task chairs have a seat slider and a soft lumber pad that 
is height adjustable for correct positioning. Completing the Eeso range are 
cantilevered visitor chairs and mesh backed stacking chairs.
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P73ADJ P73P83ADJ P83
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The Posturemax chair has an enviable 
reputation as a high performance, back care 
seating solution. The deep cushioned seat and 
back contain heat reactive, memory foam. This 
unique material reacts to body heat and moulds 
to the user’s shape, spreading body weight and 
thus relieving pressure points that can lead to 
poor blood circulation and discomfort. 

An inflatable lumbar support is included as 
standard or the chairs can be specified with a 
Variable Contour Back- a system of 3 inflatable 
air cells located above, below and in the lumbar 
position. These can each be inflated to the 
user’s precise requirements. 

The Synchro Plus mechanism combines a 
superlative ride with the ergonomic benefits of 
an independently adjustable back angle. It has 
a free float mode with easy to use, side tension 
adjustment and an integral 65mm seat slider. 

The arms adjust for height, width and 
rotation and have ergonomically shaped soft 
polyurethane pads. The optional multi-function 
arms add a forward sliding arm pad. The head 
and neck support has deep, soft foam and multi 
adjustability.

Posturemax has been tested to the rigorous 
strength and stability standard BS5459 and is 
guaranteed structurally for 5 years whilst in 24 hour 
per day use by persons weighing up to 150kg.

Posturemax



The Posturemax 200 chair has evolved to meet 
the growing demand for heavy duty back care 
seating, designed specifically for larger people. 
Whilst it shares the functionality and adjustability 
of the original Posturemax, the structural 
components have been re-engineered to meet 
the extended requirements of BS5459/200kg. 
This stringent test certification enables us to 
guarantee the Posturemax 200 for 5 years 
whilst in 24 hour per day use by persons 
weighing up to 200kg.  

Posturemax 200

PHL83ADJ

PHL73

PHL83

PHL73ADJ
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HZ30HZ51ADJ   HZ52ADJ HZ51   HZ52 HZ10HZ20 with optional tabletHZ20

A fundamental objective of the Horizon design 
brief was to create a more sustainable office 
chair whilst reducing the environmental impact 
of its manufacture. To this end the Horizon chair, 
upholstered in one of Camira’s Second Nature 
fabrics, is 99% recyclable and uses up to 49% 
recycled material in its construction. To add 
considerably to the chair’s lifespan, the upholstery 
has been engineered to enable its easy and 
economical replacement. 

The Horizon Task chairs have passed the rigorous 
BS5459 strength and stability standard for office 
chairs and all the components will be serviceable 
beyond our standard 5 year guarantee period.

Having Operator Synchro or Operator Plus 
mechanisms with side tension adjustment enables 
users to achieve a perfectly balanced, free float 
movement, regardless of weight. All control levers 
are easily reached and have clearly printed functions 
to aid adjustment.

For correct pressure behind the knees the seat has 
a flexible waterfall front and 80mm of horizontal 
adjustment. For ease of use and to maintain clean 
lines, the lumbar support inflation bulb is integrated 
into the front underside of the seat. The back rest 
tapers above the waist line and combines with 
a flexible upper section for unrestricted arm and 
upper body movement whilst maintaining optimum 
support. The height adjustable arms are spring 
assisted with soft polyurethane pads. 

Horizon



Understated style with beautifully finished, fully 
upholstered backs and slim line mechanisms. 
The Rialto Task chairs are available with a 
choice of Operator Synchro or Operator Plus 
mechanisms to satisfy a wide range of user 
preferences. Both mechanisms include tension 
adjustment and anti-kick safety function. 
The seats and backs have deep cushioned 
upholstery; the latter with inflatable lumbar 
support. Complementary visitor chairs are  
also available.

Rialto

RL21ADJ   RL22ADJ RL21   RL22

RLEX20 RLC20
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Optech

OPEX10 OPC10OP12ADJ OP12
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Optech task chairs are economically priced yet 
highly specified. They combine Operator Synchro 
mechanisms and seat sliders with contoured back 
rests to create a high performing, ergonomic task 
chair. The standard specification includes height 
adjustable arms with a lockable rotation function 
and inflatable lumbar supports. Side tension 
adjustment and embossed control levers create a 
high degree of user-friendly functionality. Add the 
Optech cantilevered visitor chairs for a complete 
office seating solution.



Prelude is a luxurious seating range equally 
at home in the executive boardroom or the 
corporate reception area. The swivel chairs 
utilize a synchronized, knee tilt mechanism 
for the ultimate in effortless, reclining comfort 
combined with an ergonomically correct, 
forward working position. The extra high, body 
contoured back with integrated headrest helps 
relieve executive stress.

Prelude

P9W

P7

P9

P8
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M31W

M8

M7

Midford
The natural beauty of polished beech is  
the defining feature of the Midford range.  
The executive swivel chairs have tension 
adjustable, knee tilt mechanisms for an 
effortless reclining motion.

The highly polished beech wood arms and  
the 5-star base complement the frames of  
the matching boardroom chairs.
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BLEX20

BL22   BL21BL22ADJ   BL21ADJ

BLC20BLC20A

BL22A   BL21A

Blenheim
The Blenheim operator chairs encourage 
healthy posture with an exceptionally high 
level of standard features. Offered with a 
choice of Operator Synchro or Operator Plus 
mechanisms they feature tension adjustment, 
inflatable lumbar supports and seat sliders 
as standard. All structural components are 
tested to BS5459 level S. The teardrop back 
brings a stylish visual appeal to the office 
environment which can be further enhanced by 
the specification of aluminum bases. There is 
also a folding, height adjustable arm for multi-
user applications. Matching visitor chairs with 
chrome or black frames complete the total 
office seating package.
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Tiver ton



T990ADJ   T991ADJ   T992ADJ

T550ADJ   T551ADJ   T552ADJ

T440ADJ   T441ADJ   T442ADJ

T990A   T991A   T992A

T550A   T551A   T552A

T440A   T441A   T442A

T990   T991   T992

T550   T551   T552

T440   T441   T442
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Tiverton is an incredibly versatile range of  
operator seating offering a wide choice  
of mechanisms, back sizes and arm styles. 
Comfort is assured through the use of top 
grade foam, inflatable lumbar supports and  
precision engineered mechanisms with  
user-friendly functionality. The swivel chairs 
have been tested to BS5459 level S.  
Complementary visitor and draughtsman  
chairs complete the range.

TC440A

TC550D440

TC990A TEX990

TC440

TC990

TEX550D440A

TEX440

TC550AD440ADJ



Graphic reception seating comprises armchairs, 
sofas, bench seats and a table for a wide 
variety of environments. They utilise sturdy 
beech wood frames and sprung seats with  
individually upholstered, fixed seat cushions. 
There is a choice of a low backrest or a  
higher back featuring individually tailored,  
non removable cushions. The square, beech 
laminate table can be free standing or used as  
a corner unit adding modular versatility to the 
benefits of the range.  

Graphic

GP3GP2GP1

GP11 GP12 GP13

GP21 GP22 GP6
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FN10

FN20

FN11

Fino

FN12

The strikingly bold lines of the Fino range bring 
real impact to reception and break out areas. 
Fino uses thick cushioned seats on elasticised 
webbing for superior comfort and solid beech 
frames for strength. For rigidity there is a tubular 
steel under-frame finished in high gloss platinum. 
All these features combine with a bold visual 
appeal for the perfect reception seating solution.
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LO20

LO10

Lora
Lora is a sumptuous, pedestal-based tub chair 
designed for break out and reception areas.  
It is constructed with a solid beech frame and a 
deep, fibre-topped seat cushion and is available 
with spider or single pedestal bases finished 
in high gloss platinum. There is an optional 
chrome finish available on the spider base in 
fixed, swivel or self return versions.
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EG20

EG10

Ego
Constructed from solid beech ply with deep 
fibre-topped seat cushions, Ego is ideal for 
informal meeting or reception areas. It is 
available with high gloss platinum spider or 
single pedestal bases. There is an optional 
chrome finish available on the spider base in 
fixed, swivel or self return versions.
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CO20

CO10

Core
Core uses an inherently rigid shell, curved in 
three dimensions for an intriguing alternative to 
traditional visitor seating design. It is available 
with high gloss platinum spider or single 
pedestal bases. There is an optional chrome 
finish available on the spider base in fixed, 
swivel or self return versions.
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F1 F8 F9F5 F10F1LF1R

Faringdon
Our versatile, modular Faringdon range 
adapts to create comfortable seating 
layouts to fit any space. They have solidly 
constructed frames and elasticised 
webbing in the seat for superior comfort.
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PN2A

PN2

PN2AR

PN1A

PN2AL

PN1AR PN31

PN1

PN4

PN1AL

Piano
The Piano modular seating system provides high  
levels of comfort dressed in a bold, architectural style. 
The numerous components can be used to create an 
infinite variety of configurations. 

Utilising Piano it is possible to achieve the very best use 
of available space in public, student or visitor rest areas. 
The frames are constructed using solid beech and 
beech ply, screwed and glued together for maximum 
strength and durability. The seats are upholstered 
over generously thick, top grade foam which is then 
supported by a net of sprung webbing. The arms and 
backs can be upholstered in contrasting fabrics to 
further the design possibilities. The supporting end 
frames are platinum epoxy coated, steel tube. 

PN5

PN6

PN32
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C20

C255 C55 C55R C55L C50 C30

Cyrus
The Cyrus reception seating range combines 
the benefits of welded steel frames with 
the comfort and style of luxurious, deeply 
contoured upholstery.

The frames are constructed from oversized, 
rectangular section tube for high strength and 
great visual appeal. The arms are polished 
beech and the upholstery utilises top grade, 
extra deep foam with highly emphasised 
contours for extra comfort. The range can be 
set out in a modular fashion for added versatility 
with the facility to link chairs together.  Matching 
coffee tables with beech laminate tops can be 
added where required. 
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REC1 REC3 REC4 REC2
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Reception
Summit’s Reception range creates just the  
right feel in any reception or waiting area. 
The simplicity of its design is enhanced by 
elegant detailing and superb comfort. Solid 
beech frames ensure strength and rigidity whilst 
deep seat cushions with fibre topping underpin 
the high comfort level of these single and 2-seat 
tub chairs. They can be further enhanced with a 
choice of chrome or polished beech legs. 



The natural beauty of highly polished, beech 
wood frames defines the Westwood  range of 
stackable meeting and low level reception chairs 

Westwood

W11

W65

W55

W9 W8

W60

W50

W10
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summit chairs
t 01225 864 703  f 01225 867 771  e sales@summitchairs.co.uk 

Treenwood Industrial Estate, Rowden Lane, Bradford-On-Avon, Wiltshire, BA15 2AU
www.summitchairs.co.ukURS is a member of Registrar of Standards (Holdings) Ltd.
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